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This new behavior is going to change a lot of how people work on computers, in ways that should
give applications dramatically new utility.
Early iCloud users quickly got used to having their documents available on whatever device they
happen to have in hand, for example. That allows automatic backup, of course, but it also creates an
expectation of being able to work on anything anywhere. Windows 8 goes even further, letting you
pick up where you left off in a document or a task.
Imagine a travel management app that handles your expenses, tickets, and itinerary across your
devices -- no more copying and pasting information from one source to another. You can easily
imagine your smartphone being your CPU, syncing to data and other resources at hand, such as
network storage, a local keyboard, a local monitor, and nearby network, as well as passing on tasks
to tablets and PCs when you move to one of them. That's the kind of seamless mobility we can begin
to imagine with these fabric-oriented syncing capabilities in the OS and in apps.
When you work this way, the notion of emailing yourself documents, copying files between
computers, and otherwise manually managing your context seems old-fashioned. When you couple
that automatic syncing of data and metadata with the fact that context such as location, available
input methods, presentation constraints, motion, Internet accessibility, and sensor-driven data, you
get true user-centric computing.
The "sync fabric" model of computing has profound implications for apps, security models, and other
technology approaches we've all gotten comfortable with. The fabric paradigm may finally do away
with the endpoint notion that has bedeviled computer security since the work-at-home and laptop
trends began, forcing a better approach to identity management and authentication in a world where
the device is a variable, not a constant, as it was in the heyday of the office PC.
Then there's the issue of the user experience and the need for applications and back-end services to
adjust as the user moves among the fabric of devices. Context awareness must be built in, so the
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app adjusts as the user changes devices. Yet that awareness also opens new possibilities for
applications that developers are just beginning to imagine.
If that sounds like a science-fiction version of the cloud, it is. But just as many sci-fi fantasies have
become real, so too is the notion of a computing fabric that we can tap into and move through. iCloud
and Windows 8 are merely the first, early examples. --Galen Gruman
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management, networks have remained hardware-bound and static. Almost a virtue for decades, their
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resistance to change has now become a major roadblock on the road to cloud computing.
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The technology that promises to remove that roadblock is software-defined networking (SDN). SDN
drapes a software layer over switch and router hardware that serves as both a centrally managed
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control plane and a platform for innovation. SDN isn't network virtualization, though network
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virtualization will certainly be one of its by-products. Rather, SDN is a way to "program the network" --
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that is, it allows cloud providers and ISVs to build new networking capabilities the rest of us can draw
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The leading example of SDN today is OpenFlow, but OpenStack's Quantum, Juniper's QFabric, EMC
VMware's virtual network APIs, and NEC's ProgrammableFlow also take an SDN approach. In the
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case of OpenFlow, the network programming layer is an open protocol that is supported by a growing
number of network hardware vendors. A key selling point is that OpenFlow requires no changes to
the switching hardware, nor does it require that all traffic through the switch be managed through the
OpenFlow protocol. It is designed to work within existing network infrastructures.
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Handling Security via the Cloud
Few readers need to be told that the Internet is a dangerous place. Anyone in
the IT field is aware that viruses, spam, and malicious Web sites exist.
Knowledge of these attacks and vulnerabilities was the domain of specialized
security gurus just a few years ago. But the need to understand computer
security has spread beyond the domain of specialists. Today, even IT end
users need to be aware of threats and countermeasures to some degree.
Read now »
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and more importantly, what you need to do to get ahead of them.
Read now »
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Sanity Check Your Disaster Recovery Plan
Focusing on the plan instead of the disaster helps to ensure you can survive
challenges you never considered. This business continuity planning guide
offers a checklist to help IT analyze threats, appoint a crisis management
team, and develop a dynamic plan. Use it to simplify planning and adjust
according to your business needs.
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WHITE PAPER
Converged Communications: People and Applications in
Synch
Most small and midsize organizations find implementing unified
communications a daunting task, between lack of in-house expertise and
complex integration issues, it's easy to back burner this project. Utilizing
consultants with the experience to affordably and seamlessly migrate your
infrastructure to Microsoft Exchange 2010, Lync and SharePoint can be the
path to taking communications to the next level.
Read now »
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